Event Handling

1. Make a form with a button (h:commandButton) that says “Inverse Video.” When they press it, toggle between white-on-black and black-on-white. Recall that one way to set foreground and background colors in HTML is the following:

   `<BODY BGCOLOR="blah" TEXT="blah">`

   You should not use a style sheet (at least not one that affects the fg and bg colors of the page) if you use the above approach, since style sheet colors win over colors specified in the BODY tag.

2. Do the same basic task, but this time use a checkbox instead of a button. Try your application in both Internet Explorer and Firefox. Make sure it works the same on both.

3. Make a form to collect a first name, last name, and email address. Get the prompts from properties files, and the locale from a bean. Make radio buttons that say “English”, “Spanish”, and “French”. Change the prompts based on which entry is selected.